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The abstract must be written in English. The abstract will be distributed in an electronic file on an USB
mass store. There will be no formatting done to the abstract prior to publication. Therefore, it is very
important to ensure that your abstract follows the style guide presented in this template in order to
provide an uniform and consistent appearance. Abstract should not exceed one page in length. The
dimension of the paper is A4 size paper: 210mm x 297mm. Margins should be 2.5 cm on all sides, and
the text should be written in 11 point Times New Roman (and Symbol, if necessary).

A couple of Figures/Tables may be included in the abstract. Figures and tables should be
centered and may be placed side by side if more than one. They should be located inside the
abtract margins. Text should not wrap around figures or tables; table captions (8-point font)
should be centered above tables, and figure captions (8-point font) should be centered below
figures (for example, “Fig. 1. Laser”). Both should appear as close as possible to where they
are mentioned in the main text.
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the body of the abstract. The font should be 8 point, and the references should be aligned
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